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a quest will generally designate how much time the player has to complete the quest (generally 50 minutes), the goals of the quest, the location of the quest, and other restrictions. prior to the quest, the player selects which equipment for the hunter, as
once on their field, this cannot be changed. each game features several different fields, each made up of several interconnected areas including a base camp where some supplies and a health-restoring tent can be found. some areas in a field may be
very hot or cold, which can affect the hunter's health and stamina unless they are protected against these effects. in the three days after release, monster hunter: world shipped over five million units (including digital sales), according to capcom, and
bringing the total series' sales to over 45 million by the end of january 2018. [30] by early march 2018, world had reached a combined retail and digital 7.5 million units shipped, making it capcom's best-selling game in its history. [31] by early march

2018, the title had shipped more than 10 million units, and bringing total sales in the series to over 50 million units. [32] by mid-august 2018, following world's release to personal computers, the title had shipped more than 10 million units, and bringing
total sales in the series to over 50 million units. [33] more than 70% of world's sales were outside of japan, a major milestone for capcom and helping to lead its profitability during the 2018 fiscal year. [28]
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while the hunter is in the field, they will frequently be attacked by monsters. this
happens with a chance that decreases as the hunter levels up. during a fight, the
hunter has a number of actions they can take, such as using the quick menu to

perform a special move or use an attack. monsters have an hp bar, which decreases
when the hunter attacks them. the hunter can also use items to heal their hp, but

the hp must be restored to full before the hunter can use the item again. if the
hunter is still alive, they can use a restorative item to fully restore their hp, or if

they wish to, they can choose to continue the battle. if the hunter is killed, they will
not be revived and their quest will fail. the hunter can choose to return to their base

camp for a safe place, or to continue the quest. if the hunter returns to their base
camp, they will earn double the reward and get double the bonus zenny, but they

will lose any gathered resources. if the hunter is killed while in the field, they will be
revived at the base camp, but will be unable to collect any gathered resources. if

they choose to continue the quest, they will encounter a different monster that will
be harder than the last, and the hunter will earn less experience points and zenny
than if they had returned to base camp. the hunter can carry up to three pieces of

equipment at a time, but if they use two different pieces of equipment at once, they
will be unable to use any for the rest of the quest. capcom has often referred to the

hunter as an "urban explorer" in the western world due to its gritty nature. the
game has also been noted for its "survival horror" elements, and for its "monster

hunting" aspects, with players as bounty hunters on quests rather than
protagonists. [5] the series has been well received in japan, with the first game

selling over one million copies. [5] 5ec8ef588b
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